RESEARCH EXPO 2018

THURSDAY APRIL 19 AT UC SAN DIEGO – JACOBSCHOOL.UCSD.EDU/RE
Come to Research Expo 2018 and experience leading-edge engineering and computer science research. Talk technology with graduate students.

200+ GRAD STUDENT POSTERS
2:00 – 4:30PM
Meet graduate students who match your company's technology roadmaps and workforce needs.

LIGHTNING TECH TALKS
2:30 – 3:30PM
Twenty-minute faculty talks. Get industry-relevant research highlights from world-renowned Jacobs School faculty.

NETWORKING RECEPTION
4:30 – 6:00PM
Connect with engineering faculty, students and alumni. Meet a broad spectrum of industry professionals. Best poster awards.

JacobsSchool.ucsd.edu/re
Admission: $100
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